A substantial literature has accumulated on trends in various measures of instability in individual earnings and family income in the US over the last thirty or so years (Gottschalk and Moffitt, 1994; Moffitt and Gottschalk, 1995; Dynarski and Gruber, 1997; Cameron and Tracy, 1998; Haider, 2001; Hyslop, 2001; Moffitt and Gottschalk, 2002; Dahl et al., 2008; Dynan et al., 2008; Jensen and Shore, 2008; Shin and Solon, 2008) as well as in Canada (Baker and Solon, 2003; Beach et al., 2003 Beach et al., , 2006 . Interest in this question has been motivated from several different directions. One is that greater instability of earnings or income decreases welfare because families cannot completely smooth income fluctuations, at least not without significant cost, though other work implies that transitory shocks are mostly insurable (Dynarski and Gruber, 1997; Blundell et al., forthcoming) . Another is that increased instability contributes, statistically, to a rising cross-sectional variance of income and can therefore partially explain rising crosssectional inequality. For example, Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) found that one-half of the increase in cross-sectional earnings inequality of white men from the 1970s to the 1980s arose from an increase in the transitory variance of earnings.
In this paper we report estimates of the transitory variance of earnings of U.S. males through 2004. The literature to date has generally found increases in instability of individual earnings from the 1970s to the 1980s, but whether that instability declined over the rest of the 1980s and 1990s (Dynarski and Gruber, 1997; Cameron and Tracy,1998; Haider, 2001) or stabilized at the new higher level (Dahl et al., 2008; Shin and Solon, 2008) is not widely agreed upon. One reason for the difference in findings, as we will show, is that instability is highly cyclical and can be mistaken for a trend if the time period ends near a cyclical peak or trough.
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Another reason for the difference in findings is that different measures of instability are being used. Our study uses the most recent PSID data available and uses the classical definition of the variance of a transitory component of earnings We use several methods to estimate trends in transitory variances. Our preferred method is a formal error components model which is an extension of that originally developed by Moffitt and Gottschalk (1995) , but here adding several features that have since gained prominence in the literature. We also use two simpler methods, one an extension of the method originally suggested by Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) and the other a new nonparametric method which provides consistent estimates of the transitory variance under a particular maintained assumption.
All three methods show rising transitory variances during the 1980's and a leveling off starting in the early 1990s and continuing through 2004. These trends are net of the large cyclical changes that we also document.
The first section of the paper briefly gives the intuition for how trends in transitory variances are identified with a panel data set. The next section describes the data set we construct and the third section lays out our methods and results. We present results disaggregated by education and then provide a final section that compares our results to others in the literature and provides explanations for the differences. A brief summary concludes.
The textbook random-effects ANOVA expression for the permanent variance, which 1 involves the variance of the mean of y for each individual over time periods, should, under the assumptions of the model, equal this long autocovariance if that mean is taken over periods far apart.
I. Identification of Trends in Transitory Variances
The intuition for identification of trends in a transitory variance can be seen from the canonical error components model with permanent and transitory components:
it i where y is log earnings or residual log earnings for individual i at age t, : is a time-invariant, it permanent individual component and < is a transitory component. The typical assumptions are 2 2 i it i it i : it < that E(: )=E(< )= E(:< )=0, Var(: )=F and Var(< )=F . Identification and estimation of this basic random effects model has been known since the 1960s. However, typically these it iJ models assume E(<< )=0 for tJ but this has been shown not to hold in most earnings applications. When it does not hold, identification is less obvious. Carroll (1992) was, to our knowledge, the first to point out explicitly that identification can be obtained from "long" it autocovariances. The covariance of y between periods J apart is
2 : it i,t-J and hence F is identified from Cov(y ,y ), which is observed in the data, provided Once the permanent variance is identified, the transitory variance is identified as the residual:
it because Var(y ) is observed in the data. This exercise can be conducted in different calendar periods, thereby revealing whether transitory variances are changing.
This method of identification of permanent and transitory variances from the long it autocovariances of y is employed in the richer error components model as well as the nonparametric method described below. The data requirements are therefore for a sufficiently long panel which allows not only calculation of variances but also long autocovariances, and for different periods of calendar time.
II. Data
The Michigan Panel Study on Income Dynamics (PSID) satisfies these requirements, for it covers a long calendar time period and, because it is a panel, we can compute autocovariances of earnings for the same individuals between periods quite far apart. We use the data from interview year 1971 through interview year 2005. Earnings are collected for the 2 previous year, so our data cover the calendar years 1970 to 2004. The PSID skipped interviews 5 every other year starting in interview year 1998, so our last five observations are for earnings years 1996, 1998, 2000, 2002, and 2004 . We follow many previous studies by focusing only on males in order to reduce the effects of trends in labor force participation. We take any year in which these males were between the ages of 30 and 59, a head of household (wage and salary information is not available for males who are not heads), not a student, and had positive annual wage and salary income and positive annual weeks of work. We include men in every year in which they appear in the data and satisfy these requirements. We therefore work with an unbalanced sample because of aging into and out of the sample in different years, attrition, and movements in and out of employment. Fitzgerald et al. (1998) have found that attrition in the PSID has had little effect on its cross-sectional representativeness, although less is known about the effect of attrition on autocovariances. Measurement error in earnings reports is another potential problem when using survey data to estimate covariance matrices. However, Pischke (1995) has shown that measurement error in the PSID has little effect on earnings covariances and Gottschalk and Huynh (forthcoming) show that this is a result of the non-classical structure of measurement error in earnings found in many surveys. We exclude men in all PSID oversamples (SEO, Latino). All earnings are put into 1996 CPI-U-RS dollars. The resulting data set has 2,883 men and 31,054 person-year observations, for an average of 10.8 year-observations per person. Means of the key variables are shown in Appendix Table A-1.
Rather than form a variance-autocovariance matrix directly from these earnings observations, we work with residuals from regressions of log earnings on education, race, a polynomial in age, and interactions among these variables, all estimated separately by calendar year. Our analysis, therefore, within-group transitory variances of log earnings. We use these We trim the top and bottom one percent of the residuals within age-education-year cells capital or seach models imply that variances as well as means change with age. 6 residuals to form a variance-autocovariance matrix indexed by year, age, and lag length. Thus a typical element consists of the covariance between earnings of men at ages a and a' between years t and t'. Because of sample size limitations, however, we cannot construct such covariances by single years of age. Instead, we group the observations into three age groups--30-39, 40-49, and 50-59--and then construct the variances for each age group in each year, as well as the autocovariances for each group at all possible lags (back to 1970 or age 20, whichever comes first). We then compute the covariance between the earnings of the group in the given year and each lagged year, using the individuals who are in common in the two years. The resulting 3 autocovariance matrix represents every individual variance and covariance between every pair of years only once, and stratifies by age so that life cycle changes in the variances of permanent and transitory earnings can be estimated. The covariance matrix has 1,197 elements over all years, 4 ages, and lag lengths. A few specimen elements are illustrated in Appendix Table A-2.
III. Models and Results
We present results on trends in transitory variances from three models: a parametric error components model, which is our preferred model; an approximate nonparametric implementation of that model; and an even simpler method used originally by Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) which also only approximates the variance of interest.
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Error Components Model. We first formulate an error components model of life cycle earnings dynamics process in the absence of calendar time shifts. There is a large literature on the formulation of such models (Hause, 1977 (Hause, , 1980 Lillard and Willis, 1978; Lillard and Weiss, 1979; MaCurdy, 1982; Abowd and Card, 1989; Baker, 1997; Geweke and Keane, 2000; Meghir and Pistaferri, 2004; Guvenen, 2007; see MaCurdy, 2007 , for a review). These models have suggested that the permanent component is not fixed over the life cycle but evolves, typically with variances and covariances rising with age. This pattern can be captured by a random walk or random growth process in the permanent effect. The literature has also shown that the transitory error is serially correlated, usually by a low-order ARMA process. Our model contains all these features:
, orthogonality between all four of these variables, and initial i0 i0 conditions : 0, L =0 (the life cycle begins at a=1). Eqn(4) again posits a permanentia transitory model but with an age-varying permanent effect (: ). The latter evolves over the life i cycle from a random growth factor (* ) which allows each individual to have a permanently ia higher or lower growth rate than that of other individuals, and from a random walk factor (T ) that arrives randomly but is a permanent shock. The transitory error evolves accordingly to a ia ARMA(1,1) process typically found in the literature, with the underlying transitory shock (> )
In an AR(1) model, another way to state the identification condition for the permanent 5 variance is that we require D<1. If D=1, transitory shocks are equivalent to permanent shocks and hence the two cannot be separately identified. In practice, we have found this sometimes to be an important issue because estimates of D can be close to 1. 8 fading out at rate D but deviating from that smooth fade-out rate by 2 in the next period (2) (the MA(1) parameter 2 improves the fit of the lag process significantly). Our tests also show, consistent with past work, that higher order ARMA parameters are not statistically significant. ia We assume all forcing errors to be i.i.d. except > , whose variance we assume to vary with age i0 i because transitory shocks are likely to be greater at younger ages. We allow : and * to be correlated in light of the Mincerian theory that they should be negatively related (those who have higher initial investments in human capital will start off low but rise at a faster rate). Hence
In this more realistic model, compared to the simple canonical model outlined previously, the permanent variance, and hence the transitory variance, is identified only by extrapolation. 
t where t is calendar time. The parameter " alters the variance of the permanent effect, which is 2 t ia ia now " Var(: ). This formulation coincides with an interpretation of : as a flow of human t capital services and " as its time-varying price, consistent with the literature on changes in the returns to skill. We force it to be the same for all ages although this could be relaxed. The For any values of the parameters, the model in (7)- (9) generates a predicted set of variances and covariances in each year and for each age and lag length, and therefore a predicted value for each of the 1,197 elements of our covariance matrix. We estimate the parameters by i0 We estimate the model in levels rather than differences. The individual effect : 6 t does not cancel out in differences in our model because of the " . In addition, the covariance iat matrix of the differences of y is a function of the same covariance matrix we are fitting with our levels model. Fitting in levels is more convenient for our purposes because we wish to iat decompose the trend in the cross-sectional variance of y into permanent and transitory iat variances. We will show how our model fits the variances of differences of y below. 10 minimizing the sum of squared deviations between the observed elements and elements predicted by the model, using an identity weighting matrix and computing robust standard errors. The formal statement of the model and estimating procedure appears in Appendix B.
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The estimates of the model parameters are given in Appendix Table A Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) and Moffitt and Gottschalk (1995) . Figure 4 shows the same transitory variance but plotted along with the national unemployment rate for men 20 and over. The variance is clearly positively correlated with the unemployment rate, albeit with something of a lag in the first half of the period. This explains much of the variability of the transitory variance. Nevertheless, the variance has drifted upward, never coming back to its original level after a recession, and ending in 2004 at a higher level than at the beginning even though the unemployment rate has returned to its levels of the 1970s.
An important question for understanding these results is whether they can be demonstrated with simpler econometric methods, and whether they hold under more flexible specifications of the permanent and transitory components than assumed in our parametric model. We consider two simpler methods to address this question.
Approximate Nonparametric Method. One approach is to follow the simple model described in Section I by using the long autocovariances to estimate the variance of the permanent effect and by then subtracting that value from the total variance to obtain an estimate of the transitory variance. Figure 5 shows the actual variance of those 30-39 in each year, for illustration, along with the autocovariances at lags 6 and 10, which might be considered to be sufficiently long so that the transitory shocks are no longer correlated. The figure shows this not to be the case, for the lag-10 autocovariance is below that at lag 6; that is, the autocovariance is still falling. Taking the difference between the upper line and the lag-10 autocovariance results in the transitory variance estimate shown in Figure 6 , which necessarily cannot be computed until year 1980. This estimate shows an increase in the transitory variance in the early 1980s but a fall in the later 1980s, a rise in the early 1990s, and another fall in the later 1990s. This is a significantly different pattern than that in the error components model.
There are two drawbacks of this method. One is that the more realistic model of the ageevolution of the permanent effect shown in (4)-(6) with its random walk and random growth specifications no longer makes the autocovariance of the permanent component equal to its variance (see Appendix eqns (B15) and (B16)). The second is that the method does not work t well when " is evolving over the period covered by the long autocovariance, for in that case the iat autocovariance of y is iat i,a-J,t-J tt -J ia i,a-J Cov(y , y ) = "" Cov(: ,: )
This problem has been noted by Gottschalk and Moffitt (2006) and Shin and Solon 7 (2008).
13 t ia i,a-J and therefore the long autocovariance will not equal " Cov(: ,:
) because of the presence of t-J iat i,a-J,t-J t the lagged effect " . Thus, for example, Cov(y , y ) will continue to rise even if " is t-J falling, so long as " was rising; lagged trends in the permanent variance affect the current t t variance. Errors in the specification of " lead, in turn, to errors in the estimates of $ with this method. 7 Nevertheless, (10) forms a more appropriate basis for approximate nonparametric estimation because
tt -J = log " + log " + f(a,J) ia i,a-J where f(a,J) is a flexible parametric approximation to log [Cov(: ,: )]. Eqn(11) can be t estimated by OLS using year dummies to capture the " and (say) a polynomial approximation for f. This method is nonparametric because it makes no assumption on the way in which the permanent effect evolves--random walk, random growth, or something else--with that evolution approximated by an arbitrary function of age and lag length. But it is only approximate because the effects of past transitory shocks are never exactly zero because of the presence of the AR (1) process. Still, the transitory variance can be approximating by subtracting from the total variance t the product of the square of the estimates of " and the estimated f(a,J) evaluated at J=0 because the latter is an estimate of the permanent variance at age a. Figure 7 shows the estimates of the transitory variance obtained in this way using a second-order polynomial for a and J for the function f(a,J) and using all lags of order 10 and over in the regression eqn (11). The pattern is much closer to that obtained from the error components model, differing only in the period of the 1990s and after, when the variance gradually falls instead of flattening out. This latter difference is a result of the failure of the key assumption of negligible transitory autocovariance. At lag 10 that autocovariance is small but it is still trending upward (a plot demonstrating this is not shown for brevity). The transitory autocovariance is trending upward because the transitory variances themselves are; and, because the transitory components are serially correlated, an increase in the variance of the underlying transitory shocks necessarily increases all transitory autocovariances as well (see eqn (B19)). This spuriously pulls up the permanent variance when (11) is estimated, pushing the transitory variance down.
Nevertheless, this simple nonparametric method is close enough to the error components model to provide some support for it using this simpler and less parametric method.
Gottschalk-Moffitt ("BPEA") Method. An even simpler method used by Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) and applied in some subsequent studies (e.g., Beach et al., 2003 Beach et al., ,2005 is to estimate the permanent and transitory variances with standard random-effects formulas within moving calendar time windows of fixed length. To estimate the transitory variance in year t, average the 2w+1 residuals in the calendar time window [t-w, t+w], for each individual i, to obtain an estimate of the individual's permanent component; then compute the variance of these means to obtain an estimate of the permanent variance, and then compute the variance of the The exact formulas used for the permanent and transitory variance are given in 8 Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) . The above description is only approximate because a term involving the deviations around individual means must be subtracted from the variance of the means to obtain consistent estimates of the permanent variance. 
IV. Differences by Educational Level
A question of interest is whether the increases in the transitory variance from the mid1970s to 1990 were concentrated primarily in the less-skilled workforce, the more-skilled, or both. Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) , applying a variant of the BPEA method described above through 1987, found the variances to have risen at all education levels but at a much greater rate for the less educated than the more educated. Cameron and Tracy (1998) also find greater increases in earnings instability in the early 1980s for less-educated workers. The fact that the 1980s were also a period of marked deterioration in the low-skilled labor market in terms of levels of wages as well, suggests a possible general deterioration in the quality and stability of jobs for low-skilled workers.
We address this issue by estimating our error components model separately for those with years of education less than or equal to 12, and those more than 12. Our sample sizes do not permit further disaggregation. The results are shown in Figures 9 and 10 , which show the implied estimates of permanent and transitory components at age 30-39. While the transitory variance for the more educated grew slightly in the late 1970s and early 1980s, the increase in the transitory variance across all age groups in the first half of the 1980s was entirely the result of increases for the less-educated workers, consistent with Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) . However, the transitory variance for the more educated workers rose in the late 1980s and through the early 1990s, although cyclical factors began to affect the trends at that time. In fact, the transitory variances for the less educated fell a bit in the later 1990s and, by 2004, the transitory variance was higher for the more educated than for the less educated. It is worth noting that this higher transitory variance for the more educated in the 1990s coincides with a period in which crossApplication of the BPEA method by education yields the same findings; results 9 available from the authors. 17 sectional inequality was also notably increasing in the upper percentiles of the distribution, again showing a correlation between cross-sectional measures of inequality and our estimates of transitory variances.
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Although it is not the focus of our analysis, we note that these results yield new findings on the trends in permanent variances within education groups, which we interpret as a measure of changes in the within group price of skill. While the permanent variance rose for the less educated from the 1970s to the early 1980s, it has not increased much since then, on average, although an upward trend beginning in 1995 may continue into the future. The permanent variance for the more educated, while also increasing in the 1980s and leveling off thereafter, shows a more notable upward trend since the mid-1990s. This finding is consistent with those of Lemieux (2006) on heterogeneous returns to college. Increases in returns to college not only increase mean earnings of college educated workers but also increase the within group inequality of college graduates if there is heterogeneity in returns among college graduates. However, our evidence on the recent growth in the transitory variance implies that the increase in the total cross sectional variance of more educated workers reflects increases in the transitory component as well as the increase in the permanent component stressed by Lemieux. We compare our results only to prior studies that have estimated the transitory 10 variance of male earnings (many estimate the transitory variance of family income). Beach et al. (2006) found no increases in the transitory variance in Canada after 1982, Our results are mostly comparable with the few prior studies that have estimated error components models with allowance for calendar-time shifts. Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) and 1980s, consistent with our results, but another, smaller increase in the late 1990s and early 2000s (Shin-Solon also find an uptick in that later period). We have not explored the reasons for the difference in the latter finding or the reasons for the difference in findings with Dahl et al. or Shin-Solon. We should also note that Haider et al. (2001) found a decline in transitory variance after 1982, using an error components model. These authors are very clear in their discussion that they are using a different measure 13 than the classical transitory variance, and are considering short-term earnings instability for interest in its own right.
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use a different measure of earning instability, namely, the variance of the change in earnings from a year t to t+1 (one-year changes for Dahl et al. and two-year changes for Shin-Solon) or it some measure related to it. The relationship between the variance of the change in y and our 13 measure can be seen by examining the former, which is
In the canonical permanent-transitory model described in Section I, this expression equals our 2 L measure of interest, the transitory variance, F , exactly. However, that is not the case when the transitory errors are serially correlated, for then the covariance on the right-hand-side of (12) that must be used to obtain our measure should be a long autocovariance. This matters for the measurement of trends because, as we have shown, the short autocovariances of the transitory component have been increasing over time. Including these rising short autocovariances in the it i,t-1 covariance in (12) will lead the resulting calculated trends in Var(y -y ) to be "biased" downward (biased if it is the classical transitory variance that is aimed to be estimated). Using a long autocovariance in (12) should provide estimates closer to our series on trends in the variance Cameron and Tracy (1998) have a discussion of this issue and attempt to adjust for it, 14 but they only use one-year matched CPS data and hence have no direct information on long autocovariances.
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of the transitory component.
14
Figures 11 and 12 demonstrate this principle with our data and our fitted error components model. Figure 11 shows the variance of two-year changes in our earnings measure when going from age 33 to 35 (our model requires that age be specified because the levels, though not the patterns, differ by age). As with Dynan et al. and Shin-Solon, we use two-year changes so that the later years, when the PSID conducted biannual interviewing, can be included.
The figure necessarily starts only in 1972 since a two-year lag is required. As the figure shows, the actual data show no trend in the variance after the early 1980s, although the data are quite noisy, typical of differenced data (there is an actual decline from the early 1980s to the late 1980s, consistent with prior differenced data). Thus this finding coincides with past work.
However, the figure also shows that our fitted error components model replicates this pattern, despite the fact that that model also contains a rising transitory variance. Our measure and method provide insight into the reasons for the lack of trend in shortterm instability. We find that that lack of trend is the result of two offsetting forces. One is the rising underlying variance of transitory shocks, which leads to increases in short term volatility.
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The other is the rising persistence of those autocorrelated shocks. The latter pulls down shortterm instability, which partially reflects the changing variance of past shocks. Our estimates suggest that these two offsetting factors roughly cancel each other out.
VI. Summary
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with the following normalizations, variance assumptions, and initial conditions: Eqn(B10) is the ARMA(1,1) expression for the 1970 transitory component. Only the first and third terms are prior to 1970 and hence only they must be approximated. Eqn(B12) gives the 70 formula for the variance of the transitory component for someone who is age a in 1970 and t whose transitory component has followed its age evolution from age a=1 to that age with $ =1 in all those years. Eqn(B11) allows that age profile of transitory variances to be modified by the parameter (, and it is assume that the deviation is a function of age--the lower the age, the fewer years prior to 1970 have occurred, and hence the smaller the expected deviation. We denote the 70 expression in (B11) as g(a ) for use in the formulas below.
An alternative treatment of the left-censored observations would simply allow the 1970 70 age-profile of transitory variances to be some unknown function of g(a ) whose parameters would be estimated. However, this approach would result in a misspecification in the present case because it would make all succeeding transitory variances a function of calendar time (we t t do not demonstrate this for brevity). As a result, even in a model with " =$ =1, the model would predict calendar time evolution of the variances and covariances. Thus true calendar time shifts after 1970 would be confounded with distance from the left-censoring point, generating incorrect t t estimates of " and $ (see MaCurdy, 2007, pp.4094-4098 for a related discussion). where G is the NMxL matrix of gradients Mf(2,j,k)/M2.
